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Data science and AI are a set of digital technologies that can 

help policy-makers with five tasks

Impact of various 

lockdown 

measures

Detect  health-

related 

misinformation

Predict where the 

next outbreak will 

be

Personalise 

treatment plans

Understand the full 

impact of contact 

tracing apps

Simulation and 
evaluation

Measurement and 
detection

Prediction and 
forecasting

Personalisation
Ethics and 
governance
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Governments need real-time, fine-grained data that can 

cross organisational boundaries

Real-time

Fine-grained

Transferable

• Lack of timely data makes it difficult to calibrate policy

• Time delays can introduce instabilities

… and in interconnected systems, instabilities can cascade

• Lack of fine-grained data leads to blanket policy measures

… lack of fine-grained econ data → national furlough schemes

• Lessons get lost if data can’t cross organisational boundaries 

… national ← → national data transfers

… national ← → local
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We need models that can deal with surprises, uncertainty, 

and interconnectedness

Surprises

Uncertainty

• The vast majority of models don’t work well with surprises

… negative oil prices

… financial investment models

• Models are rife with inputs and parameters that are not precisely 

known. Yet few of them resort to uncertainty quantification.

Interconnectedness • Models focus on health OR the economy



We are setting up a large programme of work in generalised 

models for policy at the Turing

https://www.turing.ac.uk/research/research-projects/shocks-and-resilience
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Organisational structures and values work against the 

successful adoption of data science and AI

Departmentalism

Lean and purposeful

• Competition between departments leads to a siloed approach

• Prioritises cost reductions, parsimony, and minimisation of waste, 

rather than resilience

… which limits what data science and AI can do for Government



Building data science for policy: five recommendations

Use data science to do 

what humans cannot do

Make sure the right data 

are available

Build integrative models

Aim for targeted 

interventions

Put ethics centre-stage



Thank you!

policy@turing.ac.uk


